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About Tyto
Robotics
Aerospace, Propulsion testing,
Manufacturing

Tyto Robotics is a Canadian aerospace
company located in Gatineau, Quebec.
Founded in 2014, the company specializes in
test equipment for UAV developers. Over 1000
businesses, government research labs, and
universities all over the world are using Tyto
Robotics' tools for testing and development of
aerial vehicles, motors, and propellers.
Since our company's humble beginnings, we
have refined the design of our mechanical,
electrical, and software products to provide
tailored solutions to UAV developers. We are
proud to say that we are now the world leader
in UAV propulsion testing.
Tyto Robotics serves a variety of customers in
both the public and private sectors including
the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Lockheed
Martin, Airbus Helicopter and Boeing. We
welcome feedback from our clients and are
constantly improving our products to meet
their testing needs.
Our company continues to grow as we serve
our industry with professional testing tools
for all sizes of UAVs and excellent customer
service.

Charles Blouin

Dominic Robillard

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Technical Officer
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OUR MISSION IS TO PROVIDE DRONE DESIGNERS WITH
THE BEST PROFESSIONAL TESTING EQUIPMENT FOR
OPTIMIZING THEIR PROPULSION SYSTEMS
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TEST STANDS FOR
INDUSTRY AND RESEARCH
These products are designed for the optimization of medium to large sized propulsion
systems. Ideal for UAV designers, manufacturers, and research facilities.
Test medium and large motors and propellers up to 150 kgf. Paired with a user-friendly
USB interface and powerful testing software.
Flight Stand 15/50

Flight Stand 150

Series 1580

50 kgf of thrust and
30 Nm of torque at
1,000 Hz sampling rate

150 kgf of thrust &
150 Nm of torque at
1,000 Hz sampling rate

Motors & propellers
up to 5 kgf of thrust &
1.5 Nm of torque
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FLIGHT STAND 15/50
The Flight Stand 15/50 test stand allows you to precisely characterize and evaluate the
performance of your motors and propellers by measuring thrust, torque, RPM, current,
voltage, temperature, airspeed, propeller efficiency and motor efficiency.
It offers frictionless measurement with a 1,000 Hz sampling rate and it is calibrated
according to ASTM protocols. Comes with an enhanced software (see page 20).
The Flight Stand contains a solid-state mono-block load cell for measuring thrust and
torque, which ensures highly accurate measurements.

Configurations:
FS15/50 Standard: essential performance characteristics for static tests.
FS15/50 Pro: enhanced performance characteristics for dynamic tests over a wider range of
values with the highest possible accuracy. Supports 1,000 Hz sampling rate and two extra
general purpose analog inputs.
FS15/50 Dual Motor (available in Standard or Pro): Two powertrains tested simultaneously
in one of three configurations: back-to-back, face-to-face, or offset.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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FLIGHT STAND 150
The Flight Stand 150 is our biggest test stand to date and the only off-the-shelf test
stand of its size. It's impressive design and performance mirror that of our Flight Stand
15/ 50, but with thrust measurement up to 150 kgf and torque up to 150 Nm.
It is designed to meet the needs of companies and institutions building very large
drones, eVTOL aircraft, and electric airplanes.
It comes with an enhanced software with a new data management system with indexes,
plots, tables, filtering, resampling capability, and more (see page 20).

Possible applications:
Real-time dynamic testing: dynamic tests are possible thanks to the FS150’s 1,000 Hz
sampling rate. Perform frequency and step input parameter identification.
Efficiency and power characterization: measure the efficiency of your motor, propeller and
overall system and compare electrical power input with mechanical power output.
Endurance and reliability testing: study the endurance of your system’s components using
automated tests designed by you. Our user-friendly software allows you to easily design
and run step tests, ramp tests, flight replay tests, or any protocol you can come up with.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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SERIES 1580 TEST STAND
The Series 1580 test stand is built for characterizing and optimizing the propulsion
systems of small and medium sized drones. Record thrust, torque, voltage, current,
and motor rotation speed to derive overall system efficiency.
See page 18 for more data-enhancing add-ons and accessories.

Product information
The Series 1580 is developed specifically for drone designers with a USB interface
and powerful software for automated control and data-logging.

Set-up information
The Series 1580 includes an electrical RPM sensor, but it may be incompatible with
certain motor/ESC/ voltage combinations. We recommend adding the optical RPM
probe to enhance motor speed measurements.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

*R.O. = rated output
**Electrical RPM (eRPM),
divide by the number of
motor poles to obtain
true mechanical RPM.
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OUR TEST STANDS HELP YOU TO IMPROVE THE
PERFORMANCE OF YOUR DRONE THROUGH SAFE AND
EFFICIENT PROPULSION TESTING
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WINDSHAPERS FOR
FREE FLIGHT TESTING
We offer Windshapers that are fully customizable to meet your testing needs. With
simple commands you can generate any 3D wind profile while controlling the wind
speed and working frequency. Run full-length endurance tests or create wind flows and
gusts that simulate real flying conditions. Our software lets you control each fan
individually, simulating conditions encountered by drones in their work environment.

Custom Wind Facilities

2 x 2 Windshaper Station

Modular construction to fit any
facility or laboratory

A 50 cm x 50 cm wind generator with a
Series 1580 test stand
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CUSTOM WIND FACILITIES
A fully customizable Windshaper has endless possibilities for free flight testing.
Clients have full control over Windshaper size, shape and add-ons. Designed to study
the effects of unique wind profiles on motors, propellers, drones and electric aircraft.

Windshaper Information

Windshaper Components

Custom Windshapers can be built to any size
thanks to easily stackable wind modules.

1. The essential wall of fans that
generates both horizontal and
vertical flows.
2. Side walls can also be installed to
generate cross wind profiles.
3. The system is powered by two
main distribution boxes that can
be adapted to any country's
electrical plug requirements.
4. A control network consisting of
Ethernet switches, routers, and an
onboard computer.

Individual wind modules are 10 x 10 inches,
each containing 9 wind pixel fan units.
Each wind pixel has 2 counter-rotating fans
that can generate a flow speed up to 16 m/s.
The Windshaper is managed with WindControl
software manually or with a Python script.

Drone testing with a custom Windshaper*

*Check out our YouTube channel
for more examples of wind
tunnel drone testing in action.
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2 X 2 WINDSHAPER STATION
This testing set-up is designed to study the effects of different wind profiles on
motors, propellers, ESCs and batteries. The kit includes a 50 cm x 50 cm Windshaper
and a Series 1580 Test Stand.

WindShaper Information

Series 1580 Information

The 2 x 2 Windshaper is a 50 x 50 cm open air
wind generator.

Measures thrust, torque, RPM,
current and voltage.

The wind generator is composed of 4 modules,
each with 9 wind pixel fan units.
Each wind pixel has 2 counter-rotating fans that
can generate a flow speed up to 16 m/s.

System efficiency values are
calculated automatically.
Live recorded data is viewed
with our software.

The Windshaper is managed with WindControl
software that allows you to input a function
u=f(x,y,t) to generate wind flows automatically.

added to measure temperature
and airspeed.

The Windshaper can also be controlled with a
Python script using the Python 3.x control API.

See page 8 for more info about
the Series 1580 test stand.

Additional sensors can be

WINDSHAPER SPECIFICATIONS
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WINDSHAPER ADD-ON FEATURES
Add-on features can enhance your wind flow testing by simulating conditions
encountered in nature. Add weather effects, a convergent device or tilting capability to
test your drone in every environment.

TURBULENCE FILTER
The Windshaper can be equipped with a
flow filter to reduce unwanted turbulence.
This feature ensures a laminar flow with
turbulence as low as 1% and is a great
option for studying ground effect and a
multicopter’s ability to fly in its own
landing-phase turbulence.

TILTING MECHANISM
The wind generator can be constructed with
a tilting mechanism to allow for wind flow
in any direction. With tilting capability up to
90°, an entire progression can be simulated
from take-off to forward flight and back to
landing.

CONVERGENT
A convergent device can be added to your
Windshaper to increase the speed of the
wind from 16 m/s up to 45 m/s, depending
on the test section dimensions. Ask our
sales team for more information about this
add-on.
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ENSURE SUCCESS ON LAUNCH DAY BY TESTING YOUR
AIRCRAFT IN REALISTIC CONDITIONS IN THE
LABORATORY
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TEST STAND FOR
EDUCATION AND HOBBY
This product is designed for projects involving small drones and propulsion systems.
Perfect for high school or university courses and hobby drone builds.
Test small motors and propellers up to 5 kgf. Paired with a user-friendly USB interface
and powerful testing software.

Series 1580 Education Kit
Motors, propellers and a test stand
for educational experiments
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SERIES 1580 EDUCATION KIT
The Series 1580 Education Kit is perfect for teaching students about motor and
propeller theory. The kit includes all the testing and safety equipment needed to
complete two lab coursewares, as well as lab documents with practice questions.

Kit components
Series 1580 Test Stand (page 8)
Optical RPM probe
No-solder board
5 propellers
2 motors and motor controller (ESC)
Safety enclosure
2 propulsion theory labs

Safety
Fast spinning propellers and motors
can potentially cause harm to the
user. Safety goggles must always be
worn when operating the equipment
and the test stand should be used
inside the safety enclosure provided.
Topics covered

★ Mechanical and electrical power
★ Electric motor theory
★ Propeller theory
★ Efficiency

Objectives
Students are tasked with selecting the motor and
propeller that will maximize the flight time of a
small drone used to deliver packages:
Introduction (0.5 h)
Present and understand the problem
Components of a drone
Simple static theory (thrust and weight)
Establish design requirements and assumptions
Propeller Lab (1.5 h)
Understand the concept of propeller thrust
Understand the concept of torque
Understand and calculate mechanical power and
propeller efficiency
Motor Lab (1.5 h)
Understand the concept of current, voltage and
electrical power
Understand the concept of motor efficiency
Understand the concept of overall efficiency and
how to calculate the flight time
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ACCESSORIES AND
SOFTWARE
We offer many accessories to help you further characterize your propulsion system and
drone. Our test stands are complimented by easy-to-use software provided free of
charge with all purchases. Optimizing powertrains can be done easily and thoroughly
thanks to our complete range of testing solutions.

Test Stand
Accessories

Testing
Software

WindControl
Software

Add-ons to enhance your
propulsion testing

Data recording and control
of test stands

Control and manipulate wind
speed and shape
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TEST STAND ACCESSORIES
We offer many accessories that can enhance and simplify your testing process. There
are unique accessories for the Series 1580 and Flight Stand test stands, so be sure to
select the appropriate add-ons based on your test stand model.

SAFETY ENCLOSURE
Enhance safety in your facility by testing your
Series 1580 test stand with an enclosure. The
stand is installed and isolated inside to minimize
damage in case a propeller breaks during a test.
This product has been tested and proved safe for
carbon and plastic propellers no larger than 16".

OPTICAL RPM PROBE
Accurately measure motor rotation speed with
this optical probe. Use this optical probe if the
electrical probe provided with your Series 1580 is
not compatible with your motor/ESC/voltage
combination. This probe is an alternative for
situations where the electric probe does not meet
your specific needs.

TEMPERATURE PROBE
Directly connect up to three probes to your test
stand simultaneously and measure temperatures
from -30 °C to 100 °C ±2 °C. Probes can be
renamed (ESC, motor, battery, etc.) and configured
with cutoff limits. The software can work in
Celsius, Fahrenheit, or Kelvin.

AIRSPEED PRESSURE SENSOR
A precision differential pressure sensor fully
integrated with the RCbenchmark software.
Measurement range of ±6.8 kPa, which covers
most airspeeds typically encountered by drones.
This pressure sensor is meant to connect to a
pitot tube in a wind tunnel installation.
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TEST STAND ACCESSORIES
In addition to the accessories shown here, we offer replacement parts, support plates
and hinges. Check out our online store for a full selection of add-ons.

NO SOLDER BOARD
Save time and improve your work efficiency with a
no-solder board. This component can be installed
directly onto the side of your test stand, allowing
the installation of various types of ESCs and
motors without any soldering.

MOTOR MOUNTING PLATE
The motor mounting plate is a major mechanical
component of our test stands, used to mount the
motor onto the stand. You may want to purchase
extra motor mounting plates in order to reduce
the time required to change motors or setups
between tests. This product is the metal part only,
for replacement or spare.

GROUND RAILING SYSTEM
The ground railing system makes it easier to
install your Flight Stand on the ground.
Depending on the system tested, it can also
simplify adjustment of the axial and radial
distances between two motors.
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FLIGHT STAND SOFTWARE
The Flight Stand Software is used to control your Flight Stand 15, 50, or 150 and record
your data. It allows you to precisely program your test scripts manually or
automatically. If you prefer to manually control your tests, you can enter values in a
front-end table. If you prefer to code your tests, you can configure the script directly
in the user interface or use the Python API to fully control the software.
With the Flight Stand Software you can:
Control the test stand manually and view data live as it is recorded Automate tests
with an easy-to-use interface that requires no programming Control the whole
system from Python API
Upload .CSV files from your flight controller to perform flight replay tests.
Save tests directly in the software or export them as .CSV files
Re-sample data before export for smaller files
The software supports multi-powertrain testing for up to four powertrains and you can
name each powertrain for easy analysis*. The stand connects automatically to the
software and allows the user to adjust sensor noise filtering options.

Graphical User Interface
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RCBENCHMARK SOFTWARE
Our open-source propulsion testing software comes free with the Series 1580. It allows
you to control your propulsion system and record data easily.
The test stand can be controlled manually or automatically with Windows, Linux, Mac
and Chrome OS. The interface displays sensor information in textual and graphical form,
which can be recorded as single data points or continuous data. We provide pre-written
test scripts, which you can then edit or you can write your own custom scripts.
Once the data is recorded, you can easily export it to a .CSV file, readable with most
spreadsheet softwares. You can set-up your own working units, safety cut-offs and live
plots to meet your needs. Your results will provide you with important information
about propeller and motor efficiency as well as consumed power.
Key Performance Data
Measured Data:
Thrust
Torque
RPM
Current
Voltage
Temperature
Wind velocity

Working Units and Safety Cut-Offs

Computed Data:
Mechanical power
Electrical power
Motor efficiency
Propeller efficiency
Overall system
efficiency

Graphical User Interface
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WINDCONTROL SOFTWARE
Windshapers are controlled with the WindControl software - an intuitive graphical
interface that is accessed with a web browser application or Python API.
The software allows you to control wind profiles with simple commands and is included
with all Windshapers. Each wind pixel is individually controlled, so it is easy to produce
highly custom wind profiles. The Windshaper can be controlled manually using the web
app or automatically through the Python API and custom scripting interface.
Once tests are completed, data from each wind module is output into a zip folder on the
home computer containing time-stamped information about the Windshaper's
performance and status.
Windshaper Control Options
Python API:

Web Application:

Python 3.6 or newer
required

Manual control of
the Windshaper

Python API can be
imported and used
directly in Matlab

Works with any
modern browser

Detailed instructions
provided

Monitor Wind Modules

Stores test data
for download

Graphical User Interface
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KNOWLEDGE AND
DATABASE RESOURCES
At Tyto Robotics we have a diverse and well informed team with knowledge to share.
We have put together these free resources for drone designers of any level to learn
about the theory and industry of electric propulsion.

eBook and Articles

Propulsion Database

Technical knowledge on drone building,
propulsion systems, and efficiency

Test performance results for brushless
motors, propellers, and ESCs
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EBOOK
Our eBook - Drone Building and Optimization: How to Increase Your Flight Time,
Payload and Overall Efficiency - takes your through the drone design process from
aerodynamic theory to choosing your motor, propeller, battery and ESC. A great
resource for designers hoping to build their most efficient drone yet. Download it here.

ARTICLES
We have a number of articles that cover everything from brushless motor theory to
propulsion system scalability to the current state of drone manufacturers. See our full
list of articles on our website or check out some of these top articles:

How to increase a drone's
flight time and lift capacity

Brushless motor manufacturers
for eVTOL and aviation
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DATABASE
Our goal is to offer a community-driven database where anyone can upload and share
their test data, greatly reducing the trial-and-error process typically required to
optimize UAV propulsion systems.
The database currently contains results from nearly 400 propulsion systems, including
42 brushless motors, 73 propellers and 24 ESCs. Visit the database website to learn more
or watch our video series on how to use the database to find and upload data.
The database can help to speed up the process of finding an ideal propulsion system by
comparing results from other designers’ public tests. Use the “Add filters” tool to narrow
results to the motors, propellers and ESCs you are interested in working with, or filter by
powertrain data to narrow results with performance cut-offs.
Here's an example: Let's say we want to build a long endurance quadcopter with a total
weight of 2000 g. At hover, the total thrust must be equivalent to 2 kilograms-force (kgf),
or 0.5 kgf / propeller. Let's also assume we want the quad to be capable of generating
twice the thrust for control authority, so 1 kgf / propeller. Lastly, assume we are
constrained to a 5 inch propeller diameter and single motor configuration. Apply these
filters to find the propulsion system which will provide the longest flight time:
Only show tests done with a single motor
Only show tests done with 5 inches propellers
Only show results whose maximum thrust can reach at least 1 kilograms-force
Add column: combined efficiency at 0.5 kilograms-force thrust
Sort by added column: the first result is the most efficient at hover
The results of our search query are shown below:

Database Search Results
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SUMMARY
Thank you for taking the time to browse our product catalog. Our goal as a company is
to provide drone designers with the very best professional testing equipment.
Many of the products shown in this catalog can be purchased directly from our website
in our Online Store. For larger products, you can contact our sales team for a quote
(sales@tytorobotics.com) and they will be happy to assist you within 24 hours.
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